
 
 
 
 
 
 
Monday 12/15-  
WTW- Introduce new words- cut, glue, sort, write in agenda. 
Writing- We will proof read with a partner or teacher conference ( this depends on the 
step we are at individually) 
Reading- We will continue working on sequencing the events. We will be working on 
establishing the beginning, middle, and end this week. Today we will be writing about 
the beginning, middle, and end of our weekend in our response journals.  
Social Studies- Christmas Around the World. 
Math- We are diving deeper with time through stations. These stations will review time( 
to the hour, half hour, and quarter). We will also be reviewing fact families, and missing 
addins in our stations. Please make sure to be reviewing number sentences with your 
child! 
  

Tuesday- 12/16 

WTW- Rainbow write our words and sort in their patterns.  
Writing- We will begin our final copy of our reindeer writing.  
Reading- We will work on writing the beginning, middle, and end or the chapter we 
read at the end of the day yesterday in Frankie's Magic Soccer Ball. 
Socal Studies- Christmas Around the World 

Math- We are diving deeper with time through stations. These stations will review time( 
to the hour, half hour, and quarter). We will also be reviewing fact families, and missing 
addins in our stations. Please make sure to be reviewing number sentences with your 
child! 
  
Wednesday- 12/17  
WTW- We will practice finding different words with the same patners.  
Writing- We will finish our final copy of our reindeer writing.  
Reading-We will organce a poem in our own words using first, next, last. We will also 
write about the order in our own words.  
Social Studies- Christmas Around the World.  
Math- We are diving deeper with time through stations. These stations will review time( 
to the hour, half hour, and quarter). We will also be reviewing fact families, and missing 
addins in our stations. Please make sure to be reviewing number sentences with your 
child! 
  
Thursday-12/18  
WTW- We will pretest our words/paterns and partner sort! 



Writing- We will create our own Reindeer using a wire hanger, stockings, and the 
correct color nose! 
Reading- We will partner read and write about beginning, middle, and end of our 
stories!We will also talk about our nights together using first, next, then, last.  
Social Studies- Christmas Around the World. 
Math- We are diving deeper with time through stations. These stations will review time( 
to the hour, half hour, and quarter). We will also be reviewing fact families, and missing 
addins in our stations. Please make sure to be reviewing number sentences with your 
child! 
  
Friday- 12/19 
We will watch The Polar Express 
We will take our "assessments" 
Social Studies- Christmas Around the World 
Holiday Party!  
  
 

 

 

 


